MAP

O-09

Life After Exit

How do I lead a fulﬁlled
life after my exit?

B-08

B-10

B-09

Reputation & Brand Strategy
Does the company
maximize its reputation
and intellectual property?

B-07

Capitalization Review
Does the business have
the capital resources
needed for growth?

B-06

Business Risk Management

What business risks do I
need to address prior to exit?

O-07

B-05

O-06

OWNER
PATHWAY

O-05

Sell to Outside Buyer

How much and in
what time frame?

Likely Exit Strategy

Ideally when do I
want to exit?

B-02

Transferable Value

Am I increasing
company value?

“Innie”

Sell to Inside Buyer

How strong is the
management team?

Co-Owner Alignment

Do the owners share
similar desired outcomes?

O-03

Ideal When

How will I likely exit?

Management & Succession

O-04

Proceeds Analysis

O-02

B-01

BUSINESS
PATHWAY

What is the plan to
grow this business?

How can we reduce
potential taxes?

Is the company ready
for sale or ﬁnancing?

B-04

Business Growth Plan

Tax Minimization

O-01

Due Diligence

Is the business
positioned to scale?

Market Check

What personal risks do I
need to address prior to exit?

B-11

Systems & Scalability

What is this business worth
in the open market?

Personal Risk Management

“Outie”
© NAVIX Enterprises, LLC.

“OUTIE”
PROCESS

n a v i x c o n s u l t a n t s . c o m

START

The NAVIX Map illustrates our process to identify, anticipate, and prepare for issues that
lead to a happy exit. Below the Map are the four different Exit Strategies available to
business owners. Selecting your Exit Strategy reveals the course to follow along the Owner
and Business Pathways, and the Checkpoints that apply to that Strategy. Each Checkpoint
is a major issue or question that may need addressed to achieve a successful exit.

THE

Exit Magic Number™

How much do I need to
achieve ﬁnancial freedom?

B-03

Financial Review

Are my ﬁnancials
up to par?

“Passer”

Pass to Family

Customer, Sales & Marketing

What are our strengths
and vulnerabilities?

“Squeezer” Planned Liquidation

